ABSTRACT. If fi € ¿«(S1) for some q > 1, J", fi = 0, and fi is homogeneous of degree 0, then the operator defined in two dimensions by Te¡{x) = J ¡(x -y)iï(y)\y\~2 dy is of weak-type (1,1) with bound independent of e > 0.
Consider the two-dimensional operator defined on Lp, 1 < p < oo, by TJ(x)=f f(x-y)n(y)\y\-2dy
J\y\>e where fi is homogeneous of degree zero, belongs to Lq on the unit circle for some q > 1, and has mean value zero. Note that no smoothness assumptions are placed upon fi. It is well known [C-Z] that Te is of type (p,p) with bound independent of e for 1 < p < oo. The proof is by the method of rotations. It has been an open problem, however, to determine the behavior of Te acting on J1. The main result of this paper is the following:
THEOREM. Let fi and T£ be defined as above. Then Te is of weak-type (1,1).
More explicitly: |{|T£/| > a}| < c||fi||ga_1||/||i where c is an absolute constant independent of e.
The proof of this theorem is based on ideas developed by Michael Christ in [C] . He proves that the related operator defined by (*) Maf(x) = sup ^ [ \f(x-y)\\n(y)\dy r>0 r J\y\<T is weak (1,1). What is new in this paper is the estimate for the cross terms (2), which do not arise in the analysis of (*). The proof of (2) uses an important observation contained in [C] ; namely that a convolution of two kernels of the form K = fii/> (where ip G Cq° with annular support) can be expressed as the integral over S1 x S1 of the convolution of two singular measures (3). I would like to acknowledge the joint work of M. Christ and J. L. Rubio de Francia, who have obtained independently the result contained herein. I would also like to thank the referee for valuable comments.
PROOF OF THEOREM. We may assume fi G L00(S1). The general case follows by a limiting argument. We may also assume ||fi||9 = 1. Fix a > 0 and / G J1. Perform a standard Calderón-Zygmund decomposition to obtain nonoverlapping dyadic cubes {Qn} and functions g and b so that / = g + i>, II0H2 ^ ca||/||i, b = J2n bn, supp6n Ç Qn, \\bn\\i < ca|<5"|, bn has mean value zero and | |Jn Qn\ < a-'U/lli.
Let E = (jn 5Qn, where b"Qn has the same center as Qn but side length 5 times that of Qn. Then \E\ < Ca^WfWi.
As is well known, it is enough to show that
(1) \{xeEc:\TEb(x)\>a}\<(c/a)\\f\\i.
Define 7?¿ = J^bn, where the sum runs over those n for which |Qn| = 22\ Let <p e C70°°(¿,1), tp > 0 and £°1 ^^(x/V) s 1, for all x > 0. Let K0(x) = (Q(x)/\x\2)p(\x\), and let K,-(x) = 2-2^K0(2^x) = (n(x)/\x\2)p(2~i\x\). Note that \Teb\ < + ££1*1*1**1-
There are no more than three j terms appearing in the second sum, which is therefore bounded in J1 norm by C||fi||i||6||i.
The first sum may be split into two parts, Tlj£6 and T2^b where
We need only prove (1) for Tii£:6, because suppT2,eb Ç E. To see this, observe that for j < i + 1 and |Q"| = 22t, we have supp(K3 * bn) Ç 5Qn. Absolute convergence enables us to rearrange the summation defining Tlj£6, so that rM6 = £ £ B3-S*K3, Note that since I < j -3 we have £< £" \Qnl~s)\ < C22j.
To prove (2), we will use LEMMA 2. Fix s. Then for I < j-3, there is a decomposition Ki*K3 = k{3-r-k^3 such that (i) Halloo <q|fi|&2-8'2-», Modulo Lemma 2, this concludes the proof of (2), and hence of Lemma 1 and of the Theorem.
PROOF OF LEMMA 2. Since K¡ * K3(x) = 2~3OEi-3 * Ko(2~jx), it is enough to prove that for m > 3 and 6 > 0 given, there is a decomposition km,i + km¿ = K-m * Ko such that (i) WkmAoo^cm^e,
(ii) itvfe^aiu < oiinn^^ loçCa-^.
We will then take m= j -I and 6 = 2 s. Set ip(t) = rV(<) so that K0(x) = fi(x)<p ( 
